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The Latest from MAWEA
By John Downey, MAWEA Past President, 2022-2024

Thanks again for tuning in to the Fall Quarterly Meeting on September 28. For
any whomay havemissed it, our speakers included Bob Backman of ABTech,
Tom Warmuth of BioSafe Systems, and Paul Dombrowski of Woodard &
Curran. They spoke on stormwater management and site maintenance,
alternate disinfection approaches, and implementing enhanced PO4 removal
in a very small footprint, respectively. Three distinct areas of concern, three
sets of insights into challenges we all face, many solutions to explore.

Ourmeetingsoffer this typeofdiverse learningopportunityevery threemonths,
with the chance to question the presenters and follow upwith emails afterward
as suits your needs. Sincewestarted doing theseonline,wehaveencouraged
those tuning in to invite your coworkers to join you and keep a record of those
watching along; all members joining you receive the same TCH credits. This
isagreat incentive formoreof your staff toparticipate inouronlineevents, learn
more about the association, and become members.

As of writing this, we are planning to have our next quarterly meeting virtually
on Wednesday, December 7th. More information can be found on the next
page. We hope to see you there! Not a member yet? Register and join us to
network with fellow operators and learn about your association.

Thanks for continuing the tradition of mutual support and career development
that MAWEA was founded to promote.
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Membership Renewals 22-23
Have you renewed your
membership for 22-23?
Renewals were recently
emailed out to members. If you
did not receive your renewal,
please contact us at
info@mawea.org
Membership fees have been
kept the same as the 2022 rate
- $50.00 per person.
If you have any questions,
please contact us!

Save the Date: MAWEA Online Quarterly Meeting

Join MAWEA online on
Wednesday, December 7 for
our Quarterly Meeting.
Thismeetingwill includeupdates
on MAWEA news and activities;
MassDEP certification, testing,

and renewal news; and NEIWPCC training, as well
as a PFAS update.
Additionally, the program will feature three
technical presentations, including "Ammonia
Sensor Placement for Improved Ammonia-Based
Aeration Control at Brockton AWRF" presented by
Benjamin Barker of YSI Inc., a Xylem Brand. More
information about this presentation can be found in
the article on page six.
The meeting's agenda and registration link will
be available online soon.
This meeting is pending approval for two (2.0)
Training Contact Hours (TCHs) for MA Operator
Recertification.

Asa reminder, at least oneattendeeat a facilitymust
register for the meeting. Additional attendees may
watch and share the screen of the online registrant.
Make sure to download and complete the
attendance verification form for everyone watching
to receive credits.
Additionally, MAWEA's Board of Directors is
working on the 2023 training schedule and will be
including some in-person trainings. For more
information, contact Bob Greene: bobg@weco-
group.com

https://www.americansafetysupply.com/
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WEFTEC Operations Challenge Recap
Scott Urban, Mass Chaos Team Captain
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WEFTEC 2022 was one for the books. This year we
came much more prepared as a team. With three new
members on the team,we really had to put in someextra
effort to get the results we wanted and deserved. The
spring NEWEA conference in New Hampshire was a

great building block for
our team. We qualified
third, but with that came
a lot more hard work to
get an even better
result in New Orleans.
WEFTEC came around
fast. We had spent
many hours preparing
for themainevents. We
were able to host a few
events at the Holyoke
WasteWater facility
where the Connecticut
and Rhode Island

teams came to practice. Some friendly competition is
never a bad thing in my book. Eddie Davies, the Rhode
Island team coach, was an immense help to our team.
He gave countless tips to try and shave as many
seconds off our event time as possible as these events
really do come down to the last second. As a whole we
have some great team chemistry and we are all very
excited to see what we can accomplish next year.
Mass Chaos had a great run in our division.We finished
in second place overall in the Division 3 Competition,
taking first place in theLabeventandsecondplace in the
Safety and Collections events.

Thiswasour best year asa teamyet, but this success
would not have been possible without the support
from all of our sponsors. We appreciate the support
and inclusiveness of all of the people that made this
happen. These supporters were the ones that made
this trip such a success. From acting as a resource
throughout the planning process, to making us feel
welcome at some amazing events in New Orleans,
please knowweare beyond grateful. In addition to all
of theOpsChallengeactivities,wewereable to enjoy
the sights of New Orleans, explore the city, and try
new food. We also had the pleasure to talk with
vendors that could potentially bring new products
and ideas to our facilities in the future. 2023 is going
to be our best and strongest year yet!
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NEIWPCC Learning Opportunities
By Jennifer Lichtensteiger, NEIWPCC
NEIWPCC Learning Opportunities - NEIWPCC
classes for wastewater operators focus on essential
training for those new to the field and seeking to take
a licensing examand for those looking for continuing
education.Class topics includemunicipal, industrial,
and laboratory classes under our Massachusetts
Wastewater Operator Training (MWOT) program
and in-person exam review sessions. Continuing
education topics range from biosolids sampling
plans to NEWEA Collection Systems Certification
review sessions. For more information and to
register for classes, please see NEIWPCC's
Operator Training Calendar at: https://
portal.neiwpcc.org/training-calendar.asp
Operator Certification Exams – It has been a busy
year at PSI/AMP, with lots of people taking exams.
Did you know that PSI has a resource page with
practice tests, books, training resources, andmore?
Follow this link: https://www.psionlinestore.com/ for
more information. The site wateroperator.org is also
a great resource for free webinars, training
materials, and a calendar of local training. US EPA
also has a clearinghouse of wastewater technology
where you can get a lot of information as well!
OperatorRenewals–This is not a renewal year, but
it is the best time to take training towards your
renewal requirement. By the end of next year, you
need tohave20TrainingContactHours (TCHs), and
attending MAWEA meetings is a good way to earn
them! Did you know that being a MAWEA member
gives you 2 TCHs? Attach a copy of your MAWEA
membership card to your renewal paperwork for
credit. A current list of wastewater operators can be
found at https://portal.neiwpcc.org/wwo-
search.asp.
If you have any questions about certification or
renewal, please e-mail Michelle Jenkins
(mjenkins@neiwpcc.org).
Massachusetts Management School – The sixth
program sponsored by NEIWPCC, Mass DEP, and
MAWEAkickedoff inSeptember2022.Over thenext
year,more than 20 participantswill getmanagement
experience and build professional networks while
working towards graduation in Fall 2023.

MassDEP COVID-19 Resources for Wastewater
Operators – MassDEP holds quarterly meetings for
wastewater operators, with the next one scheduled
for Wednesday, December 14. Recordings of past
calls and resources are available here: https://
www.mass.gov/lists/covid-19-information-for-
drinking-water-and-wastewater-operators.
For more information or questions about NEIWPCC
or the MWOT program, please contact us at
training@neiwpcc.org or (978) 323-7929.

https://portal.neiwpcc.org/training-calendar.asp
https://portal.neiwpcc.org/training-calendar.asp
https://www.psionlinestore.com/
https://ordspub.epa.gov/ords/wfc/f?p=259:1::::::
https://portal.neiwpcc.org/wwo-search.asp
https://portal.neiwpcc.org/wwo-search.asp
mailto:mjenkins@neiwpcc.org
https://www.mass.gov/lists/covid-19-information-for-drinking-water-and-wastewater-operators
https://www.mass.gov/lists/covid-19-information-for-drinking-water-and-wastewater-operators
https://www.mass.gov/lists/covid-19-information-for-drinking-water-and-wastewater-operators
https://besttank.com/
https://www.clear-water-consulting.com/
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GIS for Wastewater Collection O&M
By Lindsey Sylvester, PE, Wright-Pierce

Wastewater collection systems can
be simple or complex in their
location, type, or connectivity, and
inspecting them as part of a good
operation and maintenance (O&M)
program often requires exploring
innovative techniques to get the
necessary answers. Did you know
Geographic Information Systems
(GIS) can be used to improve
traditional approaches to
wastewater collection system
O&M? This article describes three
helpful techniques.

Night Flow Isolations via CCTV
Inspections

Night flow isolations are the
traditional approach for selecting
specific pipes to perform closed-
circuit television (CCTV)
inspections when trying to identify
defects that contribute to inflow and

infiltration (I/I) into the sewer
collection system. Night flow
isolation involves taking
instantaneous flow measurements
in smaller sized areas during the
night and early morning hours and
determining if any flow originates
from the pipe itself. Generally,
wastewater production is expected
to be lowest during these times, so
the flow measured would be
unwanted infiltration. However,
during drought conditions, this
method is not effective because
there is little or no groundwater to
enter the pipes through existing
defects.

When this situation occurred during
a three-phased sewer system
evaluation survey (SSES) project in
the city of Greenfield, MA, Wright-
Pierce used GIS to determine the

most likely locations for I/I. Using the
City’s pipe database and
topographic data, pipes were
selected for inspection based on
age, pipe material, and proximity to
drain lines, wetlands, and streams.
These criteria were used to
determine the most appropriate
pipes for inspection, and the team
ultimately found just over 50% of
those pipes selected needed repair
or immediate corrective action.

Mobile GIS Applications

Using mobile GIS applications,
like Esri’s Collector and Survey123,
can improve efficiency when
conducting SSES field investigation
activities, suchassmoke testingand
dye testing. With customized,
automated applications for these
GIS for Wastewater...(continued on page 10)

https://www.carlsensystems.com/
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Wastewater facilities are continually
looking for ways to optimize their
process and save on operating
expenditures. In recent years,
ammonia-based aeration control
has been sought-after to be the next
advancement in aeration control
technology. With ammonia-based
aeration control, facilities have seen
drastic reductions in blower usage
and energy savings of around
10-20% over dissolved oxygen
control, including other benefits like
reduced carbon dosing and
alkalinity demand. The concept of
ammonia-based aeration control is
simple: utilize continuous
ammonium (NH3/NH4+)
measurements to control aeration in
real-time to maintain an ammonium
setpoint. The amount of air provided
to the basins is just enough to meet
their NPDES permit limit while
eliminating instances of over-
aeration.
A crucial aspect of implementing an
ABAC system is sensor placement.
Should the control sensor be near
the influent of the activated sludge
basins, at the effluent of the
activated sludge basins, or
somewhere in between? This is the
question the team at Brockton
Advanced Water Reclamation
Facility (Brockton, MA) set out to
answer for their facility upgrade.
Dave Norton (City of Brockton
Contract Administrator) and CDM
Smith (engineering consultant)
prepared to upgrade their aeration
grid and implement ABAC control in
threephases.First, the teamwanted
to determine which ISE sensors
would work best for their application
by conducting an 18-month trial with
three manufacturers' ion-selective
electrode (ISE)ammoniumsensors.
Second, the 12-month installation of

the newaeration equipment andYSI
sensors. The final phase was to
optimize ABAC by evaluating the
performance of the ISE sensors at
different stages of the activated
sludge basins over seven months.
Head-to-Head Trial
During the 18-month trial, Dave
Norton assessed the ISE sensors of
three manufacturers and drew
several conclusions. First, when
applied correctly, this sensor
technology effectively controlled
aeration in an ammonia-based
aeration control strategy. These
sensors measure continuously and
accurately when maintained well
and in an environment with
ammonium above 1.0 mg/L NH4+.
Second, ISE sensors have several
advantages for ammonia-based
aeration control compared to wet-
chemistry analyzers. Compared to
wet-chemistry analyzers, ISEs have

a faster response time, are more
affordable, and are easier to
maintain. Finally, the team chose
YSI sensors because of sensor
performance and the support from
YSI and New England Environment
Equipment (NE3).
Installation Period
Rehabilitation of the Brockton
AWRF basins and installation of the
YSI sensors occurred over 12
months across the seven basins. In
addition to reducing excess
aeration, the facility aimed to
improve its total nitrogen (TN)
removal with the upgrade.
Therefore, pre-anoxic zones were
implementedonall basins, including
a second anoxic zone to denitrify
further and remove TN. Each basin
had its own YSI IQ SensorNet
system, including three dissolved

Ammonium Sensor Placement...(continued on page 12)

Image 1: The activated sludge basins are each
equipped with a YSI IQ SensorNet system and

several sensors to monitor and control their
activated sludge process.

Ammonium Sensor Placement for Improved Ammonia-Based
Aeration Control Using YSI IQ SensorNet
By Benjamin Barker, YSI Inc., a Xylem brand
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https://interlockingballast.com/index.html
https://www.cummins-wagner.com/manufacturer/environment-one-e-one/
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How Wastewater Surveillance Can Serve as a Long-Term Public
Health Tool
By Megan Simonian, Trinnex

First COVID-19, then monkeypox, and now polio.
Communities across the U.S. are constantly
grappling with emerging public health challenges
and how to appropriately respond via methods such
as vaccine distribution, clinical testing, and
wastewater surveillance.
The latest update on Monkeypox
The CDC describes monkeypox as a rare disease
caused by infection of the monkeypox virus, with
symptoms similar to smallpox. As of September
19th, 2022, the CDC reported over 23,000
confirmed cases of monkeypox in the U.S. From
late June to late August, daily reported cases in the
U.S. have increased from single digits to hundreds.
The Secretary of Health and Human Services
officially declared the monkeypox outbreak a public
health emergency on August 4th, 2022.
To prevent the further spread of the disease, health
officials need tools to detect cases and monitor the
outbreak. The gold standard for monitoring
includes access to widespread rapid clinical
testing. However, clinical testing depends on
resource availability and voluntary use by patients.
Alternatively, wastewater surveillance can be used
to anonymously analyze the spread of disease via

testing community sewage. Multiple traces of
monkeypox have been detected in the San Francisco
Bay Area wastewater.
The latest update on polio
In June of 2022, the CDC, the New York State
Department of Health, and local health officials in
New York State confirmed a case of polio in New
York. The confirmed case sparked several
investigative activities, including (CDC):
● Notifying health care providers
● Monitoring potentially infections
● Conducting wastewater testing
● Assessing vaccination coverage
● Hosting vaccination clinics/making the vaccine
available
Wastewater sampling in Rockland and Orange 
counties indicated 8% of wastewater samples 
yielded positive poliovirus tests. According to Dr. Irina 
Gelman, Commissioner of Health, Orange County, 
multiple strains of poliovirus exist, indicating the 
outbreak isn’t contained (NPR).

https://www.cdc.gov/poxvirus/monkeypox/about.html
https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2022/08/04/biden-harris-administration-bolsters-monkeypox-response-hhs-secretary-becerra-declares-public-health-emergency.html
https://abc7news.com/monkeypox-cases-in-bay-area-wastewater-vaccine-cdc/12001998/
https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/volumes/71/wr/mm7133e2.htm
https://www.npr.org/sections/health-shots/2022/08/24/1119128556/new-york-counties-gear-up-to-fight-a-polio-outbreak-among-the-unvaccinated
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How wastewater surveillance can support 
public health response plans now and into the 
future
Wastewater surveillance is a disease-tracking tool 
that involves analyzing untreated wastewater for 
biomarkers. The approach has been used for 
decades but gained widespread use during the 
COVID-19 pandemic caused by the SARS-CoV-2 
virus. Public health departments across the world 
employed wastewater testing of SARS-CoV-2 to 
monitor the spread of the disease.
Several researchers showed that wastewater data 
could precede clinical testing by several days, 
suggesting the approach can provide a crucial early 
warning system. The approach is useful because it 
does not rely on voluntary clinical testing and can be 
used to track the spread of new variants. More 
recently, wastewater testing is used to monitor 
other diseases, such as influenza, RSV, 
monkeypox, and now polio. The Portland Water 
District in Maine recently announced beginning a 
similar public health program.
The Sewer Coronavirus Alert Network (SCAN) 
provides another example, where it measured 
monkeypox DNA in wastewater solids (primary 
treatment sludge) from several treatment plants 
across the U.S. While it is unclear whether testing 
of wastewater solids will provide an early warning of 
monkeypox outbreaks, it is currently serving as a 
secondary dataset to confirm clinical data gathered 
by public health officials.
Recent advancements in the testing of the liquid 
phase of wastewater, such as at UNLV, will open up 
opportunities to sample at neighborhoods and 
building locations, which are more amenable to 
rapid public health action.
The power of combining wastewater data with 
other public health data
Public health leaders can combine wastewater 
surveillance data with clinical data to develop 
predictive insights and help inform their mitigation 
strategies to reduce the spread of infectious 
diseases. Once integrated, advanced analyses 
and powerful data visualizations allow public health 
officials to observe trends, rapidly respond to hot 
spots, and ultimately preserve public health. 
Centralizing and integrating this data within a

secure database offers communities the flexibility to 
adapt to emerging data needs tomorrow, while still 
delivering powerful insights today.
Catch super-spreader events before it's too late
Software tools that automatically integrate and 
normalize field and laboratory data, monitor trends, 
and develop reports help lessen overall response 
time for public health officials and community 
leaders. Learn more about epiCAST, a cloud-based 
data analytics platform enabling effective wastewater 
surveillance program management at 
www.trinnex.io/products/epicast. Centralize your 
public health data today to help mitigate emerging 
outbreaks.
This article was reprinted from trinnex.io.

www.ProfessorWastewater.com

Wayne J. Rezendes
508-332-8822

   Wayne.Rezendes@gmail.com 
On-Site License Prep & TCH Training 

Industrial, Municipal, & Combined

https://www.trinnex.io/insights/wastewater-surveillance-longterm-public-health-tool
https://www.newscentermaine.com/article/news/health/portland-water-district-begins-testing-sewage-water-for-monkeypox-maine-health-virus-viruses-covid-influenza-rsv/97-c2338e03-6520-478c-a0af-e8ce7c4351df
https://www.unlv.edu/news/article/monkeypox-and-nevada-what-future-holds
https://weco-group.com/
https://professorwastewater.com/
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GIS for Wastewater...(continued from page 5)

tasks, not only can field crews
collect data more quickly, but the
data are also available immediately
to assist with coordination between
crews, owner-operators, and
managers for analysis.

Smoke testing and dye testing are
typically used to identify locations
where storm sewers or other inflow
sources are directly connected to
the wastewater system. These can
include catch basins, roof leaders,
floor drains, area drains, and
manholes. Smoke testing can also
identify breaks in sewer laterals as
long as they are close enough to the
surface, ground conditions are dry,
and the groundwater table is low.

Using a GIS application enables a
field crew to pinpoint an inflow
source on a map and associate
photographs of observations made
in the field with that point. When
combined with other sources of
data, such as CCTV and manhole

inspections, you can start
connecting the dots between
defects and sources of I/I.

GIS for Tracking OSHA
Compliance

Another innovative application
includes using GIS for tracking
compliance with organizational
safety policies and federal
regulations, such as those of
the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA). Whether it
isamanhole,wetwell, or tank, crews
can use a mobile GIS application to
complete and store required

confined space entry forms online
from the job site in a quick and
accurate manner, with automated
location information included. Staff
andmanagers can easily see where
and when confined space entry has
occurred, track progress on a
project, and monitor compliance.
Individual forms can be reviewed
online, viewed on a map, or printed
for documentation in a hard copy
format if needed.

Wright-Pierce has an in-house
infrastructure assessment group
andGIS team that canworkwith you
to implement these techniques to
help improve your collection system
O&M.When applied properly, these
methods reduce time and effort,
increase efficiency, and lower costs
for municipalities. Our New York
office is located at 6 Executive Park
Drive, Suite B in Clifton Park.
Contact us todayat 888-621-8156 to
learn more.

https://www.wright-pierce.com/
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https://franklinmiller.com/
https://www.tighebond.com/
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Ammonium Sensor Placement...(continued from page 6)

oxygen sensors, one pH,
one ammonium ISE, and
two UV nitrate sensors.
After all seven basins
were brought online, the

sensors at each basin immediately showed their value.
Even with flow spread evenly back to the basins, each
had its unique environment with different volumes,
velocities, and biology, causing differences in
nitrification. To assess these variances and implement
ammonia-based aeration control in each basin, Veolia
sought to optimize the process over the next seven
months by testing other ammonium sensor locations
for the best aeration control.
Process Optimization Period
The 7-month process optimization period revealed
many advantages and disadvantages for each
measuring location of the activated sludge basins. The
effluent of the activated sludge basins proved to be the
least effective for several reasons. In theory, this
location is attractive for sensor placement because
operators know precisely how much ammonium is
bleeding through to the clarifiers and feedback

strategies are very
common in control
logic. Controlling
with an ammonium
measurement at
this location would
automatically adjust
the blower output upstream of the sensor based on the
sensor value. However, with this sensor placement, most
applications will have this location reading near zero
ammonium and likely cause several issues. From a data
perspective, a sensor always reading zero is not providing
valuable data. Although the operators can confirm that the
effluent ammonium is near zero, theywill not knowhow far
upstream nitrification is complete, thus wasting additional
aeration (Figure 1). From a sensor perspective, the
effluent measuring location is problematic as well. Ion-
selectiveelectrodesensorsarenotorious for beingdifficult
to maintain and providing
inaccurate data at
concentrations below 0.5
mg/LNH4+. ISE technology
does not measure well at
low concentrations

Figure 2. Moving the ammonium sensor
upstream to where ammonium concentrations
are around 1-2 mg/L will provide better
aeration control and improve sensor
performance. This sensor location allows
operators to reduce downstream aeration or
turn off aerators to create a “swing” anoxic
zone.

Figure 1. Sensors placed near the
effluent of aeration basins may
cause several issues. This diagram
demonstrates that the sensor will
likely read near zero, but operators
will not know where nitrification is
complete.

Figure 3. A 3 day trend of the
ammonium in one train provided by
the YSI AmmoLyt (NH4+) sensor.
Each sensor shows the increase of
ammonium during high loading in the
day, followed by the decrease in
ammonium overnight.
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becausecalibrating tonear zeromeans thesensormay
not react to ammonium when it is seldom exposed to
higher concentrations. Also, interferences of similar
ions, suchaspotassium(K+), havea larger impact near
zero ammonium. Similarly, these low concentrations
tend to shorten the life span of electrodes. Choosing a
location with measurable and fluctuating values will
providebetter optimization and sensor performance for
ammonia-based aeration control.
The influent of the activated sludge basins
demonstrated improvements over the effluent. This
location providesmuchmore valuable data to optimize
aeration with the ability to monitor diurnal flows and
ammonium loading coming into the basins. In addition,
with the sensor consistently measuring at higher
values, the sensor ismore reliable, more accurate, and
maximizes the lifespan of the electrodes. However,
John Downey noted the potential difficulty when
utilizing feed-forward ammonia-based aeration control
with a single sensor at the influent. Feedforward is a
control style inwhichanupstreamsensor automatically
adjusts the downstream blower output. This sensor
location is too far upstream to ensure that the effluent
ammonium will meet their effluent permit. The fine-

tuning of the controls
would be difficult, and
several factors within
the basin could affect
downstream nitrification, which the operators would not
know about.
The most effective ISE sensor location for ammonia-
based aeration control was the middle of the aeration
basins, specifically where ammonium concentrations
fluctuated daily between 1-5 mg/L NH4+. ISE sensors
perform remarkably at this location and provide data to
best optimize aeration with a real-time ammonium
measurement. During peak load times in the afternoon
and evening, ammonium measurements would climb to
4-5 mg/L NH4+, which at this point, the blowers will be
rampeduphigher to providemore air to the aerobic zones.
Thenwhen loads drop overnight, blower output is reduced
to a minimum or shut off completely to denitrify more,
resulting in better TN removal and energy savings (Figure
2, 3). The Brockton AWRF team performed significant
work to determine the correct spot to place the sensor,
using both grab samples and short trials to find the most
effective location. John also discovered seasonal

Image 2. Daily trends of the ammonium
in each train provided by YSI AmmoLyt
(NH4+) sensors shown on the YSI 2020
3G controller.

Ammonium Sensor Placement...(continued on page 14)
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differences in where nitrification is complete. In the
summer months, the sensor may need to be placed
further upstream since nitrification occurs faster, but the
sensor will be placed further downstream during colder
months. However, the benefits of this sensor placement
justify the work to find it. The diurnal loading trends from
the ammonium ISE sensors provide valuable information
on nitrification rates and optimal data to fine-tune aeration
output. This location allows for a reasonable ammonium
setpoint, which ensures that effluent ammonium is still
below the permit limits and enough ammonium for the
sensor to perform well (above 1 mg/L NH4+).
Conclusion
During the optimization period, John maintained the
sensorswith guidance fromYSI experts to learnwhatwas
required to achieve reliable data with the ISE sensors.
When asked about his impressions of the sensors, John
said, “I believe the number. When the sensors are placed
in a location that keeps them sensitized, they are very
accurate!” John also enjoys the simplicity of maintaining
the ISE sensors. Their ammonium ISE sensors have air-

Ammonium Sensor Placement...(continued from page 13)

cleaning compressors to keep the electrodes clear from
solids and aremanually cleaned periodically. John also
performs a matrix adjustment (calibration via match to
grab sample) when the sensor drifts from a verification
measurement by simply entering the grab number for
the sensor measurement to match. Finally, replacing
electrodes is easy by screwing the electrode into the
sensor with the provided tool.
Perhaps the most significant determining factor for the
Brockton AWRF team was the expertise and support
providedbyYSI andNE3during the trial. JohnandDave
were impressed with the knowledge and expertise
shown by the team at YSI and Anthony Papile, Sales
Engineer for NE3. Anthony assisted in the
commissioning of each basin and regularly followed up
to ensure the system was performing well. As a result,
the Brockton AWRF team has seen excellent
performance from their upgraded basins and continues
to use their online sensors to optimize their activated
sludge process.

https://www.ipspump.com/
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https://www.aquasolutionsinc.net/
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Sewage Notification Assistance Grant Program

MassDEP is seeking proposals for projects that will assist permittees in meeting the requirements for the
recent Sewage Notification Regulations (314 CMR 16.00). Eligible projects must be initiated and completed
within the following time period: July 1, 2022 to June 30, 2023.
The request for responses, notice of grant announcement, and application outline documents can be found
at the following link or on COMMBUYS:
https://www.mass.gov/info-details/grants-financial-assistance-watersheds-water-quality#sewage-
notification-assistance-grant-program-
Important dates
• 11/30/22 – Grant application deadline
• 01/02/23 – Notification of Grant Award(s) (estimated)
• 01/23/23 – Contract start date (estimated)
For more information, please email Nicole Galambos: Nicole.Galambos@mass.gov

Certification Program
Did you know that there is a certification
program for Wastewater Collection Systems
Operators and Laboratory Analysts where
you can earn up to a Grade IV certificate for
Wastewater Operators and up to a Grade I
for Lab Analyst?

Learn more at https://www.newea.org/
careers/certification/

Training courses are offered by a few
different vendors depending on your state,
such as NEIWPCC and NEWWTA, however
you do not need to take a training to take the
exam. Exams are offered by NEWEA and
can be taken online at your convienence.

Grade levels are determined by the amount
of experience you have and the facility you
work in.

https://www.mass.gov/info-details/grants-financial-assistance-watersheds-water-quality#sewage-notification-assistance-grant-program-
https://www.mass.gov/info-details/grants-financial-assistance-watersheds-water-quality#sewage-notification-assistance-grant-program-
mailto:Nicole.Galambos@mass.gov
https://www.nowra.org/
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WEF Unveils New Strategic Plan

As part of WEFTEC 2022, which took place in New
Orleans in October, the Water Environment
Federation (WEF) released its new strategic plan.
ThisplanhighlightsWEF’svision for the future, a “Life
Free of Water Challenges”.
This vision for the future includes access to clean
water andsanitation for all, thriving communities, and
a clean, healthy environment. To achieve this, the
strategic plan’s mission is to “[inspire] the water
community in pursuit of human and environmental
well-being”.
WEF’splanemphasizes theneed to recruit and retain
a diverse, dedicated workforce; collaborate to
sustainably addresswater challenges; and transform

to a circular water economy. As we work towards
these goals, WEF intends to highlight the water
sector by “amplifying water stories to grow,
strengthen and diversify the water community”.
WEF invites water professionals to share their
stories with thewater community and public. These
stories will allow WEF and the water industry to
“build community, strengthen partnerships,
increase awareness and appreciation of our work,
and create more stories of success”.
Water professionals can submit their Water Story
via video on WEF’s website. The site will give
individuals a question and prompt to answer.
Submitted videos will be used as part of the Water
Stories campaign and in promotional materials.
Additional information about WEF’s strategic plan
can be found on www.wefwaterfuture.org.

LOOKING FOR A JOB?

Check out MAWEA's Job Board
(www.mawea.org/index.php/
jobs-hotline/) and find YOUR

new job.

New Postings Daily!

https://wefvoices.gv-one.com/requests.html?gId=2199&rId=11000
http://www.wefwaterfuture.org
https://www.suez.com/en/north-america
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NEWEA Annual Conference Preview

Registration is now open for NEWEA’s 2023 Annual
Conference & Exhibit! This event will be taking place in
person at the Boston Marriott Copley Place January
22-25, 2023.
Program: With 34 technical sessions, the fifth annual
Innovation Pavilion, over 200 exhibit booths, student
poster displays, and more, there are lots of opportunities
to learn, network, and earn Training Contact Hours
(TCHs). The full schedule of events, as well as
descriptions of the Innovation Pavilion, keynotes, and
Young Professionals Summit, can be viewed in the
Preliminary Program: annualconference.newea.org/wp-
content/uploads/sites/2/2022/11/ACPreProgram.pdf
Registration: This Conference annually attracts over
2,200 engineers, consultants, scientists, operators, and
academics for three days of technical sessions, poster
displays,exhibits, andmore.Completeyour registration to
join us for this premier water quality Conference. Register
by January 6, 2023 to get the best rate.Member discounts
also apply; members will receive their discount code via
email to get the member rate. Registration page:
pheedloop.com/EVETRCCNVVKTX/site/register/
Exhibits: The Annual Conference features an exhibit hall
spread over two floors of the Conference venue and
comprised of more than 200 booths. Exhibitors will be
showcasing their latest water quality products and
services. Attendees can earn Training Contact Hours
(TCH) for visiting the Exhibit Hall. Limited space is still
available to exhibit at the 2023 show: shows.map-
dynamics.com/newea2023/?register
Innovation Pavilion: NEWEA’s Innovation Council is
excited to announce the 5th annual Water Innovation
Pavilion. We are pleased to highlight leading water
innovations during the full-day program, whichwill feature
a panel on innovating for the future, Shark Tank pitches
from graduate students, and exhibits from some of the
most promising water innovators in the region. Early and
growth stage companies with innovative solutions for the
water industry are invited to apply to exhibit at this event:
https://annualconference.newea.org/innovation-
pavilion-exhibit/
Young Professionals Summit: The YP Summit brings
together Young Professionals in the water and
wastewater industry to learn from industry leaders and
network with peers from across New England. The 2023
Summit will be taking place in person at the Boston
Marriott Copley Place on Sunday, January 22, in advance
of NEWEA's 2023 Annual Conference. The Committee

has drafted an engaging program of panels,
presentations, and networking sessions to help young
professionals strengthen their leadership and technical
skills and advance their water industry careers.
Sponsorship opportunities are also available. Additional
program information and attendee and sponsor
registration are available on the Annual Conference
website: https://annualconference.newea.org/program/
young-professionals-program/
Student Poster Competition: Are you participating in
research or a class project dealing with water pollution
control, water quality, hazardous waste, or other
environmental engineering topics? If so, you are invited
to submit an abstract for NEWEA's 2023 Student Poster
Competition, taking place on Monday, January 23, and
Shark Tank, taking place Tuesday, January 24!
Monetary prizes will be awarded to the winning posters.
https://annualconference.newea.org/program/student-
activities/student-poster-form/
Operator Sessions and Reception: Tuesday at the
Conference celebrates and recognizes Operators. The
program offersmorning and afternoon Plant Operations
technical sessions, as well as the Operator’s Reception
during the lunch break.
Hotel Block: NEWEA's 2023 Annual Conference hotel
room block at the Boston Marriott Copley Place is now
open. Room rates start at $214 per night. Group rates
are subject to date and space availability. Deadline to
reserve a room at the group rate is Wednesday,
December 28, 2022. Make reservations by phone:
617-236-5800 or toll-free: 888-236-2427 or online:
https://book.passkey.com/event/50345328/owner/249/
home
Health andSafety: NEWEA’smain priority is the health
and safety of our attendees, exhibitors, volunteers, and
staff. NEWEA will adhere to all official government and
local authority guidance, as well as any venue or
location-specific regulations. We will continue to
monitor the evolving situation related to COVID-19 and
all other epidemics, pandemics, and other public health
situations andwill update our strategy andguidelines as
needed. More information on NEWEA’s Health and
SafetyProtocols are available in the detailed guidelines:
www.newea.org/events/health_safety/
For more information about NEWEA’s Annual
Conference, visit annualconference.newea.org/ or
contact NEWEA at mail@newea.org

http://annualconference.newea.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2022/11/ACPreProgram.pdf
https://pheedloop.com/EVETRCCNVVKTX/site/register/
https://shows.map-dynamics.com/newea2023/?register
%22
https://annualconference.newea.org/innovation-pavilion-exhibit/
https://annualconference.newea.org/innovation-pavilion-exhibit/
https://annualconference.newea.org/program/young-professionals-program/
https://annualconference.newea.org/program/young-professionals-program/
https://annualconference.newea.org/program/student-activities/student-poster-form/
https://annualconference.newea.org/program/student-activities/student-poster-form/
https://book.passkey.com/event/50345328/owner/249/home
%22
https://www.newea.org/events/health_safety/
https://annualconference.newea.org/
mailto:mail@newea.org
http://annualconference.newea.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2022/11/ACPreProgram.pdf
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Water Warriors Video Highlights Career Opportunities for Military
Veterans
In the next ten years, 1/3 of the water workforce will
be eligible to retire. Military service members often
already have the skills necessary to fill many of these
roles and succeed in a water industry career but lack
awareness of these opportunities.
The Water Warriors Jobs Initiative, which was
created by New England Water Environment
Association's (NEWEA) Workforce Development
Committee and Affiliated State Associations,
produced Water Warriors, an informational video
with the goal of connecting with Departing Military
Veterans about ample opportunities for water
industry careers. This video was also produced
through generous support from the Woodard &
Curran Foundation.
This video features interviews with Military Veterans
who now work in the water industry, including
Massachusetts professionals from Worcester and
Franklin, andhighlights how theskills theydeveloped
during theirmilitary service translate towater industry
jobs; the stable, rewarding career opportunities
available; and avenues for getting involved in this
industry.
As service members prepare to transition to the
civilian workforce, they participate in Transition

Assistance Program (TAP) workshops, which 
involves a “one-day employment preparation 
workshop that is mandatory for all transitioning 
service members, and two optional two-day 
workshops for career exploration and technical 
career preparation” (DOL.gov).
Currently, there is little to no representation of the 
water sector at these workshops. NEWEA's 
Workforce Development Committee aims to 
coordinate with the Department of Labor, New 
England Military bases, and Veterans 
organizations to share this video and ensure its 
messaging reaches Departing Military Veterans.
Additionally, NEWEA invites its members and 
members of Affiliated State Associations to share 
the link to this video to promote greater awareness 
of the water profession and the many opportunities 
available for a career in this industry.
The video is now available on NEWEA's YouTube 
channel at the following link: www.youtube.com/
watch?v=2AnWOswJIOk
Please contact the NEWEA Office at
jgosselin@newea.org with any questions.

https://www.dol.gov/agencies/vets/programs/tap
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2AnWOswJIOk
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10 Tower Office Park
Suite 601
Woburn, MA 01801
CALL: 781-939-0908
FAX: 781-939-0907
EMAIL: info@mawea.org

Join Massachusetts Water Environment Association

MAWEA recently sent out membership renewal notices with an update to the join/renewal process.

Historically, memberships have run July 1 to June 30, in line with our fiscal year. Now that we have the
administrative support of NEWEA for membership maintenance, your renewed membership will start when
you renew, so if you didn’t get the chance this summer, renew now and your membership will be good for the
next 12 months.

If you aren’t a member yet, you don’t have to wait until next June to sign up to get a full year’s membership.
You can sign up today! Remember, signing up gets you two credits immediately toward your license.
Attending association meetings and training events also provide TCHs. Being an active member can satisfy
all of your TCH license requirements and will open opportunities for career development.

We’re hoping this change will benefit our returning members, and also attract more operators (a lot more) to
join a unique community of environmental professionals. There are changes coming as we address labor
needs- have a hand in shaping our direction and your career goals. We hope to see you at a meeting soon.

Visit MAWEA's site to learn more about membership and to join or renew: mawea.org/index.php/
membership/




